



Influence of Strain Ratio on Bending Fatigue Properties 
of TiNi Shape-Memory Thin Wire 
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Abstract The influence of strain ratio on bending釦igueproperties of TiNi shape-memory alloy thin wires and the 
process of fatigue crack growth were investigated.百leresults obtained are summarized as follows. (1) The 
martensitic transformation stress of a superelastic thin wire is higher than that ofa shape memory wir巴， resulting in 
short fatigue life of the superelastic wire. The maximum bending strain of fatigue limit is the 
martensitic-transformation starting strain. (2) The plane-bending low-cycle fatigue life curve is expressed by a power 
function between maximum strain E"，田andthe number of cycles to failure. The smaller the strain ratio， the short巴rthe 
fatigue life. (3) In plane bending， fatigue crack initiates on the surface of the wire. One fatigue crack grows 
preferentially and the fatigue-crack propagated region is fan-shaped. (4) If E"，担islarger than 1 %， E"，盟becomesa litle 
smaller than that of the initial value during the rotating-bending fatigue test. (5) The fatigue crack length of the 
notched wire is expressed by a power function cf the number of cycles. 
1. 緒言
形伏言f暗合金(shapememαy alloy， SMA)は汗3状記憶効果
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E I司一 Calculated.~ I SE-NT 
浬 If=8.33凹z]，T=RT(in air) 
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Fig.5 Low-cycle fa旬le町ec町 vesfor various s仕泊nrntioS，






















































Fig.6 Schematic s恥紗山富indiagrams du巾 gcycli噌 for
SE-NT and SMEトNT
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Fig.7 Fati伊le Iife四円'esfor SιNT in altematirサplal鷲























(b) Fatiguc surfacc atα'ad;: initiation 
(c) Fractぽむsurfaccof unstable fraαXむ
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Fig.13 S町facerupt町'edby forced-during fatigueαack 
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